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� �Automatically� move browser from 
one web page to another

� Legitimate uses
�Migrating users from old site to new site

�Slideshows, Stock tickers, weather map, etc

� Questionable uses (spam?)
�Domain forwarding, Doorway pages, others
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Redirection



� Present one web page to the crawler but 
�automatically� redirect the browser to a 
different web page

� It is a hiding technique (a.k.a cloaking)

� Types of Redirection Spam
� HTTP Status Codes

� META Refresh

� JavaScript

� Flash/ActiveX/BHO

� Arms race between Spammers and Search 
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Redirection Spam



� HTTP Status code returned by a web 
request
� 300(Multiple Choices) 303(Redirect 

Method) 
301(Moved Permanently) 307(Temporary Redirect) 

302(Redirect)
� Page redirects efficiently, no page content is 

exchanged
� Web server setting

� META Refresh
� <meta http-equiv="refresh" 

content="0;url=http://www.destination.com/">
� Head part of page exchanged

� Detection is easy
�
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HTTP and META Refresh



� Web page is downloaded, script is 
executed in stages

onload, onunload, onchange, onsubmit, onreset, 
onselect, onblur, onfocus

onkeydown, onkeypress, onkeyup

onclick, ondblclick, onmousemove, onmousedown, 
onmouseover, onmouseout, onmouseup

� Dynamic redirection
�Browser type, referral URL, delay, time of day, 

random, �

� Detection is difficult
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JavaScript Redirection



� Popular pages
� Top 5000 queries, top 200 results
� 782,937 URLs (deduped)

� Blog pages
� Top 100 monetizable keywords
� grep from a large set of blogspot URLs 

          <name>.blogspot.com
� 934,876 blogspot URLs

� Automated browser with JS 
enabled/disabled to analyze URLs
� Inter-domain JavaScript redirects = Spam (naïve)
� 0.35% of popular pages were classified as Spam
� 0.77% of blogspot pages were classified as Spam
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Data set



� Popular
�Sampled 175 / 2,712 spam pages

� Blogspot
�Sampled 175 / 7,196 spam pages

� Each of the 350 pages was manually 
examined for the following 
techniques
�Plain, 

�Unescape, Eval, String Manipulation, Decode

�Add-Element, Add-Script, Add-Form, 
Click/Submit
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Categorization





� String manipulation
�concatenation

� Obfuscation
�UrlDecode

�Custom decoding 

� Eval

� Dynamic code and event injection
�Script, Form, Link
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Hiding Features of JS



� Plain

� String manipulation

� Unescape and Decode

� Referrer

� Add script, form, element & 
click/submit

� Categories: Popular pages, Blog 
pages
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JavaScript Redirection Types



EXAMPLES
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� Popular pages 2x more likely to use 
plain redirection

� Obfuscation is very prevalent (44%-
62%)

� 25% of all JavaScript Spam redirects 
examine referrer property

� 10-25% use dynamic code injection

� Less than 10% use AJAX/Advanced 
JavaScript
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Observations


